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ALL-WEEK PLAYTIME AND COMFORT
You’ll get a full 60+-hour work week on one charge – and all-day 
comfort with Cloud Foam earcups. Rotate the boom microphone for 
listening only – and back down to take a call or video conference.

DUAL CONNECTIVITY with BLUETOOTH MULTIPOINT
Connect wirelessly via Bluetooth to your PC, Mac, mobile and 
more. Or plug-in with the included USB-C to 3.5mm cable. Plus 
with Bluetooth Multipoint technology you can connect to any two 
devices simultaneously. Transition from mobile to laptop without 
touching any settings.

CLEAR CALLS
One noise canceling mic eliminates environmental sounds while 
the other mic picks up your voice for crystal clear calls. 

SPECIFICATIONS:
INCLUDES: JBuds Work Wireless On-Ear Headset, Type-C Charging Cable, Type-C to 3.5mm AUX Cable for Wired Use,
                  JLab Two Year Warranty.
AUDIO: Driver: 40mm Dynamic, Neodymium Magnet, 20-20kHz, 32 Ω  Output: TBC Microphone: 2 x Condenser (-42 +/- 1 dB)
BATTERY: Battery: 600mAh lithium polymer Battery Life: 60+ Hours Input Power:  5V, 1000mA Charge Plug: Type-C
                  Charge Time: 3 Hours Standby: 600 Hours
BLUETOOTH: Version: Bluetooth 5 Range: 30+ ft. Support Protocols: HSP/HFP/A2DP/AVRCP Codecs: AAC/SBC
GENERAL: Weight: 170g Warranty: 2 year warranty

REMOVEABLE EARCUP
For a more natural office feel, go Mono mode and remove the left 
earcup so you can focus on work while still being aware.

AUTO-ANSWER AND QUICK MUTE 
Flip down the boom mic to automatically answer a call – or up to 
hang-up. Quickly mute via the button on the earcup. A red LED at 
the end of the boom mic indicates whether mute is on. No more of 
the dreaded ‘you’re muted’ on video conferences.

TOTAL CONTROL
Be in complete control to play/pause, answer/reject, volume, mute 
and track control with the convenient multi-functional buttons 
located on the headset. Or choose between two EQ settings: Work 
or Music mode.
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Whether at home or the office, JBuds Work wireless over-ear headset offers the best all-around performance 
for the workday. The noise canceling microphone ensures crystal, clear calls. The powerful boom mic can be 
rotated up, when you’re focused independently or down to allow colleagues to hear just you (not the dog 
barking or the doorbell). Transition from mobile to laptop without touching any settings and enjoy JBuds Work 
wired while stationary at your computer or wireless for more mobility to multitask.


